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Vista: a pleasing view.

Wherever I go I like to find time to take 
walks in the natural environment and 
enjoy the views. I am always struck by 
how Mother Nature has combined the 
colours and textures to make the scenic 
vistas just perfect.

I am inspired by how the mossy greens 
of the trees and plants, meet the rusty 
coloured tree trunks and jagged, rocky 
cliffs which plunge into the deep blue 
sea. The warm whites and subtle neutrals 
of the sand and river pebbles add texture 
and contrast to nature’s palette.

Vista’s woven stripes and checks will 
add texture, dimension and directionality 
to quilts and other projects. The variety 
of scale in this collection provides 
versatility and individuality for your 

Vista Toweling and Wovens

quilting creations.  Select from this range 
to create contemporary, masculine or 
scrappy looking quilts or aim for gentle, 
neutral quilts with a hint of leafy green for 
a soft and pretty project. 

With thirty woven fabrics to choose from, 
combined with twelve 18” wide towelings 
to create coordinating pillows, table 
runners and more, whatever project you 
choose to stitch, this line will combine to 
create your own beautiful vista.

PTT 264 Herb Garden Apron 18” x 28” 
& Towel 19” x 28”

PTT 259 Blue Gum Runner Green Colorway 18” x 50”
Red Colorway also available
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PTT 261 Bush Track Quilt 65” x 66”

LC Friendly
PTT 254 Bella Vista Quilt 92” x 92”

PTT 257 Breezeways Blue 96” x 96”

PTT 263 Farmers Market Runner Blue 18” x 60”

PTT 256 Gemstones Runner Rust Colorway 18” x 54”
Blue & Green Colorways also available

PTT 262 Tree Change Bags 18” x 16” x 9” & 16” x 12” x 6”

Additional sizes & colorways available

PTT 255 Scenic Trail
78” x 78” LC Friendly

PTT 260 Fern Table 
Centre Navy Colorway
33” x 33” & includes 
table mats 12” x 16”
Additional colorways 

available

PTT 258 Kaleidoscope 
Multi Version 79” x 79”
Additional colorways

available










